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,is to take a little time and look at this question and see what answer we

can get to this question. There is anoth"r question also which I think is

rather important and that is there are many cases in the New Testament where

it speaks of watching, watching , "Watch ye for ye know not the day nor the

ho'ir when the Lord may return. Now there are a number of these cases and.

I think we want to examine these cases because it is ore than once--it oc

curs a number of times, and let us find out exactly wh.t is meant by it.

Dors it mean watch constantly to se" the signs of the ti'es, to see evjence

that Christ is coming back It is a very int"rstiig thing that ther are two

words which are translated 'watch in this connection and neither of them is

ever used with a direct object. They are not used with a direct object nor

are. they used with the word "for". They are not used. of watôhing for Him.

They simply are translated "watch" and. this .nglish word "watch" is a word

which has gone through considerable change in the course of time and. it is

we're all too t to think when we come across this word "watch" that it just

means our present idea of "Watch!'. "I'll ride down in a green car and I'll

stop for you. You be watching for me so that I won't have to wait or find it

impossible to :ark." Is that what t'-is word "watch" means? I think that is

the common interpretation. Be watching so that He won't find you not looking

for Elm. We rad in the book of Titus, "looking for that great event, the

return of Christ, but that is not the word. used. in the com'iand here. It is

a differrnt word altogether which is used here. I think that is then something

that it would be well for us to get definite evience on. We have all these

passages and we must not e:'plain them away. We mist not push them aside.

There is a definite command that Christ gave to His disciples and He gave it

on repeated occasions. Now was this com and given on repeated occasions a coin-

and that only applied, to a few people in a long distant time or was it something

they were to do. Was it something the wh Christian Church is to do, and if

it is, what is it they are to do? Is it to be looking and. see the signs of the
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